PRESS RELEASE

Ellen Carey: Mirrors of chance, la photographie expérimentale

Opening: Thursday 6 September 5-9 pm in the artist’s presence
Exhibition 7 September – 20 October 2018

GALERIE MIRANDA is pleased to present Ellen Carey: Mirrors of chance, la photographie expérimentale, solo exhibition by the American experimental photographer that highlights Carey’s investigation into minimalism and abstraction in photograms, under her darkroom practice Struck by Light (1992-2018).

Carey is highly regarded for her work that digs deeper into color’s mother lode in new and experimental ways. Color is subject and object, material with meaning, process within the art. This gives her work context vis-à-vis the field of color photography, a rich area in scholarship relatively “under-exposed” to borrow a photographic term. Photography and art, like music, are universal languages, as is color. Color is an artist’s universe and photographic color theory, RGBYMC, photography’s planet. Light is photography’s indexical and light is color; in nature, when light and color mix, we see a rainbow. What must be recognized is that, while working in the color darkroom, no light – zero - is allowed except upon exposure. Ellen Carey’s imagination, experience and skills, although hidden within that light-tight black box, are thus recorded, delivering a different kind of photographic document. Her performances are her documents, they - the color photograms - are mirrors of chance while her expressive and luminous palette uses photographic color as a conceptual point-of-departure. Her artistic acumen intentionally breaks taboos; i.e. removing the ‘referent’ (lace/leaf) seen in a traditional photogram. She explores the oniric, dream-like unknown by using non-traditional approaches to her process-driven ideas, i.e. the paper’s topographies see a rich array of folds and crushes, her hand-made “blow-up” of “dings”, a professional ‘no-no’, that catch her “shadows”, another thematic area of interest (shadow/silhouette, light/dark, positive/negative) for the artist (see Mourning Wall, Self-Portrait at 48, and Stopping Down). She underscores her concepts - light, no light or half-light - by using only light, photography’s indexical, adding content to context. Nothing, zero again, comes between it and light-sensitive paper, seen in her Dings & Shadows (2010-2018).

“How is this picture made?” and “What is this a picture of?” are questions often asked about Ellen Carey’s work. They address photography as process and the conundrum of an image without a picture ‘sign’ to read, as seen in the photographic landscape, portrait or still life. Furthermore, light’s immateriality challenges its makers today, analog versus digital, and doubles our challenges. To the question “What is a 21st century photograph?” Carey’s answer is to partner 19th century photogram with 21st century color technology. To “What do these two have in common?” and “Where do they overlap?”, she answers with the Zerogram, Carey’s newest photogram-as-object, seen for the first time at Galerie Miranda.

Ellen Carey (b. 1952, USA) has been featured many times at Paris PHOTO by M+B, her Los Angeles gallery, and she featured in last year’s group exhibition *PhotoPlay: Lucid Objects* by Mark S. Roe, Curator for the JP Morgan Chase Collection and Paris PHOTO sponsor. The Centre Pompidou highlighted Carey’s work in a group exhibition *The Unbearable Lightness - The 1980s - Photography, Film* (2016) curated by Karolina Lewandowska, presenting several of Carey’s Self-Portraits (1983-1988), her first color images in the large format Polaroid 20 X 24, using multiple exposures depicting patterns of Neo-Geo, psychedelic designs, super-imposed and cascading over her head and shoulders. This back-to-the future gestalt delivered bright colors and a seamless composition noted for her prescient ideas that pointed to the-now digital future. These self-portraits add to the history of the “self” in photography and to women photographers’ place in that history, while enlarging and encompassing the “self” as a different kind of “other” (see artist statement). Ellen, her Irish Catholic name, in Gaelic/Celtic means ‘bringer of light’ while photography is drawing with light, a vintage phrase used by its earliest practitioners, both phrase and photogram continues today.

Ellen Carey’s breakthrough *Pulls* (1996) with their iconic black, conical loop, are featured in the international exhibition/book/tour currently in Europe as *The Polaroid Project: At the Intersection of Art and Technology*, curated by William A. Ewing and Todd Brandow for The Foundation for the Exhibition of Photography (www.fep-photo.org). First exhibited in the USA (2017) at The Amon Carter Museum of American Art (ACMAA), Ft. Worth (Texas) this exhibit is now in Europe – WestLicht Museum for Photography (Vienna), Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe (Hamburg), and C/O (Berlin); Singapore, Montreal (CAN) and MIT Museum (2019-20). Carey’s *Pulls CMY* (1997) feature on the book’s cover, which is published by Thames & Hudson Ltd. (London, UK) and features Carey’s essay *Photography Year Zero: Where Art and Technology Meet* and includes additional essays by Ewing and Brandow; Barbara P. Hitchcock, Deborah H. Douglas, Gary Van Zante, Rebekka Reuter, Christopher Bonanos, Peter Buse, Dennis Jelonnek, John Rohrbach.

Ellen Carey’s work has been the subject of 55 one-person exhibitions, seen in hundreds of group exhibitions and found in the permanent collections of over 20 photography and art museums: The Albright-Knox Art Gallery (AKAG), Amon Carter Museum of American Art (ACMAA), George Eastman Museum (GEM), Museum at the Chicago Art Institute, Fogg Museum at Harvard University, Los Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA), Metropolitan Museum of Art, New Britain Museum of American Art (NBMAA), Norton Museum of Art, Smithsonian American Art Museum (SAAM), Whitney Museum of American Art, Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art, Yale University Art Gallery and The Centre Pompidou. Corporate collections include Banana Republic while noted private collections are The LeWitt Foundation and Sir Elton John Collection. For more on Ellen Carey’s work visit her website at: www.ellencareyphotography.com
ABOUT GALERIE MIRANDA

Galerie Miranda opened in March 2018 in Paris’ vibrant 10th arrondissement, at 21 rue du Château d’Eau close to the Place de la République and 100 meters from the former site, on rue Léon Jouhaux, of Louis Daguerre’s Diorama and laboratory, destroyed by fire in 1839. Art gallery and bookshop specialized in photography, Galerie Miranda is founded by Miranda Salt, Australian who has lived and worked in the 10th arrondissement since her arrival in France in 1995. The gallery presents established foreign artists who have had little exposure in Europe, as well as lesser-known bodies of work by well-known artists, with exhibitions organized in bi-annual, thematic cycles and accompanied by a curated selection of books that develops the exhibitions’ themes.

The gallery opened its doors on 8 March, International Women’s Day, a point of departure for Galerie Miranda’s inaugural program that highlights women practitioners’ accomplishments through their photographs, writing, books and life. The exhibition of works by Ellen Carey completes the gallery’s first cycle of exhibitions of pioneering women artists of whom two are Guggenheim Fellowship winners and the third a major figure of feminist art from the 1970s: Jo Ann CALLIS (Guggenheim Fellowship 1990), Nancy WILSON PAJIC and Marina BERIO (Guggenheim Fellowship 2017). Ellen Carey’s work has received funding (2017) from The Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts (NY, NY) towards a retrospective exhibition/tour/book at The Burchfield-Penney Art Center (BPAC).
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Ellen Carey
Zerogram, 2018
Color Photogram
25 x 20 cm / 10 x 8 in
Unique
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Ellen Carey
Zero gram, 2018
Color Photogram
25 x 20 cm / 10 x 8 in
Unique
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Ellen Carey
Zerogram, 2018
Color Photogram
25 x 20 cm / 10 x 8 in
Unique
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ELLEN CAREY
Pull with Filigree, 2004
Polaroid 20 X 24 Print
203.2 x 55.88 cm / 80 x 24 in
Unique
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ELLEN CAREY
Pull with Filigree, 2004
Polaroid 20 X 24 Print
228.6 x 55.88 cm / 90 x 24 in
Unique
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ELLEN CAREY
Pull with Red Rollback, 2006
Polaroid 20 X 24 Color Positive Print
147.32 x 55.88 cm / 58 x 24 in
Polaroid 20 X 24 Color Negative Print
104.14 x 55.88 cm / 41 x 24 in
Unique